
ENGINEERS DAY CELEBRATION-POT PAINTING COMPETITION

Event No AM001

Organizing Department Artificial Intelligenceand Machine Learning

Date 15/09/2023

Time 10:30 AM to 11:30 AM

Event Type Celebration

Event Level Dept. Level

Venue AIML Project Workspace

Total Participants 30

Students - Internal 30

Related SDG

Involved Staffs

Sl Name Role

1 Karthikeyan S Convenor

2 Nandhagopal S Coordinator

Outcome

●  Pot painting can be a fun and rewarding hobby that allows you to explore your artistic side while gaining various skills and benefits.Such
as.Creativity: Pot painting is a form of art, and it encourages creativity. You can experiment with different colors, patterns, and designs to
create unique and personalized pots.Fine Motor Skills: Painting small details on a pot requires precision and control, which can enhance
your fine motor skills.Patience: Painting intricate designs on a pot can be a time-consuming process, teaching you patience and attention to
detail.Focus and Concentration: Pot painting requires you to concentrate on your work, blocking out distractions. This can help improve
your ability to focus.Color Theory: You'll learn about color combinations and how different colors interact with each other.Stress Relief:
Engaging in creative activities like pot painting can be a form of relaxation and stress relief. It allows you to disconnect from daily pressures
and express yourself.Self-Expression: Pot painting is a way to express yourself and your personality through art.Problem-Solving: When
you encounter challenges or mistakes in your painting, you'll learn to problem-solve and adapt your approach.Cultural Awareness:
Depending on the style of pot painting, you may also gain insights into the cultural significance of different designs and patterns.Social
Interaction: If you participate in pot painting events or classes, it can provide opportunities for social interaction and networking with others
who share your interest.

Event Summary

●       On occasion of Engineers day, Department of CSE(AIML), KPRIET  organized “Paint a Smile”, a pot painting competition on 15th
Sep, 2022 in AIML Project Space Hall from 10:30 pm to 11:30 am. The competition was open to all the students of the college.●       The
theme of the painting was dependent on the imagination of the participants who were supposed to bring out their creativity for the budding
engineers. The pots painted by the participants were demonstrated and kept for public visibility in department.●       The event witnessed an
enormous number of participants who came out to be a part of this humble cause. All the participants gave the colourless pots a touch of
warmth with their colours, paintbrushes and creative imagination. The judges evaluated all the pots and declared the winners. The event
ended with a photo session and everyone feeling happy to be a part of such a noble cause.Overall, Pot painting can be a fun and rewarding
hobby that allows you to explore your artistic side while gaining various skills and benefits
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